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Abstract Safety and Security cannot simply be added to systems. Neither does an architectural choice or design
pattern inherently guarantee safety and security. Nor does a safe and secure part of a system make the
whole system safe and secure. Ensuring safety and security is an engineering process. This is especially
true for Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) where safety and security concerns transcend hardware and
software across different disciplines and across hardware/software subsystems [1].
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Extended Abstract. Safety and Security cannot simply be added to systems.
Neither does an architectural choice or design pattern inherently guarantee safety
and security. Nor does a safe and secure part of a system make the whole system
safe and secure. Ensuring safety and security is an engineering process. This
is especially true for Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) where safety and security
concerns transcend hardware and software across different disciplines and across
hardware/software subsystems [1].

From an engineering perspective, safety and security reflect functionalities
that a given CPS must satisfy. Unfortunately, CPS requirements merely reflect
goals that engineers must satisfy without revealing how to satisfy them. The
implementation of safety and security concerns is thus a discovery process dur-
ing engineering – much like how engineering unfolds in general. As engineers
define and refine the structure and behavior of CPS – the design – they contin-
uously validate this design structure and behavior against security and safety
concerns [6]. For the most part, this implies that:

– Safety and security concerns are discovered incrementally during the engi-
neering process as engineers make design decisions (i.e., changing/augmenting
the structure and behavior). This discovery process is reactive and it is not
obvious to engineers when they fail to discover a safety or security concern.

– Safety and security concerns are resolved by adapting the design of the CPS.
Safety and security concerns thus cause design changes that need to be prop-
agated to all affected engineering disciplines and system/subsystems bound-
aries [5]. Often, this resolution process is ad hoc and it is not obvious to
engineers if they propagated the changes completely and correctly.

In CPS, the discovery and resolution process of safety and security concerns
tends to be done separately by every engineering discipline. While not all res-
olutions affect all these engineering disciplines, many do. Resolving safety and
security concerns thus tends to be a multi-disciplinary problem that requires
coordinated changes and augmentations to the existing design [2]. This poses a
range of challenges to the engineering process.

– Focus on collaboration: for CPS, safety and security concerns may be
detectable by individual engineers but their resolution tends to require a coor-
dinated set of changes across different engineering disciplines (co-evolution).
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This not only crosses engineering discipline boundaries but also tool bound-
aries as different disciplines tend to use different kinds of engineering tools [4].
Today, it is not understood how, say, a software change affects the electrical
circuitry of a CPS [3].

– Focus on variability: CPS are inherently configurable system – often customiz-
able to specific customer requirements. Here, safety and security concerns
transcend variations of CPS. Changes to one variant may affect others [7].
More significantly, we must distinguish how safety and security affect the
engineering of a single CPS variant vs. how they restrict a customer from
reconfiguring a CPS during runtime – the latter being increasingly vital for
self-adaptable, self-healing or self-optimizing systems where customers want
increasing control over CPS with unknown effects onto safety and security.

– Focus on modularization: While a safe and secure subsystem of a CPS does
not guarantee a safe and secure CPS, a safe and secure CPS cannot be built on
unsafe or insecure subsystems. Most companies see modularization as the key
to combine software and hardware in smaller, more manageable parts – rather
than developing large, monolithic software systems. The safety and security
of the system is then the cumulative safety and security of its parts [8]. This
relationship is not yet fully understood.
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